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Th…th…this….. was actually a fifth tier lower grade curved blade! 

Yu Xinyang was a practitioner who used curved bladees and a high tier curved blade naturally was 

something that he dreamt of acquiring. 

But…. in his mind, a third tier Profound Armament was already pretty good because he wasn’t able to 

afford it at all! In order to exchange for a third tier upper grade curved blade in Celestial Light Academy’s 

Profound Weapon Chambers, he had saved up all his star currency for the past two years but it just 

wasn’t enough! 

And now? With a flick of her wrist, Huang Yueli actually brought out a piece of fifth tier lower grade 

curved blade! 

Who would you define as a tycoon? She was! 

They had already heard that earlier in the welcoming banquet held at Yuan residence, Huang Yueli 

displayed an entire set of fifth tier lower grade flying daggers and cheated Lu Zijue till he even lost his 

pants. At that moment, everyone was already lamenting how wealthy she was! 

But now she brought out yet another fifth tier Profound Weapon. In that instance, all of them didn’t 

know how to react….. 

Huang Yueli stretched her hand outwards and stroked the shaft of the curved blade as she sighed 

emotionally, “The materials used in this curved blade isn’t too bad. Scarlet Iron Crystal granules had 

been added into it and the toughness has long surpassed same tiered Profound Weapons! The most 

important thing about the curved blade is it’s toughness so although this Profound Weapon’s tier is 

slightly off, but the ease of use shouldn’t be too bad so just bear with this for now!” 

Saying that, she put the curved blade back into its scabbard and passed it to Yu Xinyang. 

Yu Xinyang didn’t held out his hand to receive it because he had already became immobile, standing in a 

daze unable to speak a single word. 

This surprise was a little too huge, just like a huge cake falling down from the sky, crashing right onto his 

head till he went into a daze. 

He unbelievably said, “Third…. Third Miss, this…. are you mistaken? This is a…. fifth tier lower grade 

Profound Weapon!!” 

Fifth tier lower grade, what concept was that? 

Lu Zijue had to use a copy of his family heirloom’s cultivation method to match the value of Huang 

Yueli’s flying dagger set! 



Even amongst those large families, only those VIPs in those families had the chance to use such a high 

levelled Profound Armament and among the academy’s younger generation students, even those top 

ten Martial Arts Stage students could not even dream of having it! 

Yet Huang Yueli actually gave such a Profound Weapon to him as a gift?? He was just her servant! 

Instead of keeping such a good thing for herself or using it to exchange money, she actually gave it to a 

servant? 

Normal people wouldn’t do this at all! 

At this moment, Yu Xinyang was more shocked than overjoyed as the only thought he had on his mind 

was this new Master of his had definitely got it wrong? 

However, Huang Yueli gave an indifferent smile as she continued, “I’m not an idiot so would I not know 

what grade of Profound Armament have I taken out? Don’t worry, I mean it when I say it’s a gift for you! 

A small thing like this is nothing to me.” 

“This…” Yu Xinyang was still hesitating. 

“What’s going on now? Didn’t you just swear your allegiance to me and now you’re ignoring my first 

command?” 

“Your subordinate doesn’t dare to! Th… Thank you Third Miss!” 

Hearing this, Yu Xinyang didn’t dare to shirk any further and hurriedly accepted that curved blade. 

Admiring the exquisite array patterns on that curved blade, both of his hands trembled non-stop! 

Such a superb Profound Armament, he felt that it was his entire lifetime’s glory if he could even just 

have a touch! And now he actually had the chance to obtain one piece? 

He felt that his eyes were starting to moisten up, “Third Miss, your subordinate will definitely double up 

my efforts to repay you for your gratitude towards me and be of service to you!” 

Behind Yu Xinyang were those who had came along with him and every single one of them revealed an 

envious expression. 
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They all felt that Yu Xinyang’s luck was just a little too good! 

Earlier when Huang Yueli raised her questions, he had obviously given such a terrible reply, simply could 

be said that he didn’t even use his brain while answering! 

In the end, Huang Yueli actually liked such truthful words and not only did she took him in, she even 

gave him so much advantages! 

Actually, before coming here, Yu Xinyang was the only one who was bent on forming the Blood Pact 

with Huang Yueli and the others merely followed along with the thought of being a spectator. They all 



felt that to swear their allegiance to Huang Yueli was do-able but…. to form a Blood Pact wasn’t a small 

matter at all! It was equivalent to putting their lives into the other party’s hands! 

So at the very beginning, it was only Yu Xinyang who kept talking and they were just hiding on one side 

watching, thinking to act as the circumstances demanded. 

In the end, who would had expected that Yu Xinyang being the first person to form the Blood Pact to 

actually obtain such heavenly benefits! 

Fifth tier lower grade Profound Armament! 

What kinda dog-sh*t luck was this! In order to win this subordinate over, Huang Yueli had really threw in 

a large sum of money! 

If they knew that being the first one to form a Blood Pact would be able to gain such benefits, they 

would have grabbed this opportunity earlier! Unfortunately, no one had the ability to foresee what 

would happen so they could only let Yu Xinyang that lucky fellow to gain all the advantages! 

The few of them were still thinking of this just as they saw Huang Yueli move her hand again and 

brought out more stuff from her interspatial ring. 

“Besides Profound Weapon, here is a set of fourth tier Profound Armour. Don’t assume that this grade is 

low and it’s worthless. In actual fact, this is an entire set. Under the circumstances that you are fully 

equipped, your defence power will be doubled! Besides these, the set of Earth grade cultivation method 

that I had given you the other time only states the contents of the first two levels. Since you’ve already 

mastered it, I shall give you the next four levels as well! I have here a set of Profound Skill for curved 

blade moves and this is also Earth grade lower level. If you’re able to master it, along with the curved 

blade that I’ve given you, your attack power will definitely increase by several notches!” 

As Huang Yueli took every single piece of item out from her interspatial ring, she kept explaining each 

and every one of it to Yu Xinyang. 

Every single piece she took out surprised everyone! 

By the time she had taken out everything, the others were not only shocked, they also felt that…. they 

must be dreaming….. 

Right, it must be a dream! 

Otherwise, how could such an abnormal thing happen… 

“Th…th.. this…” 

Yu Xinyang became completely speechless. 

Earlier when Huang Yueli gave him that curved blade, he already felt overwhelmed by favour from her 

and couldn’t wait to offer his own life in sacrifice! 

But that was only just an appetizer! 

There were even more surprises at the back, so much that he felt that he wasn’t able to take it any 

further! 



How could there be someone who was so rich? This was simply beyond his imagination! 

He prostrated to the ground as he cried out, “Third Miss, these things…. are simply…. simply too 

expensive. Your subordinate’s cultivation is very lowly and moreover, I have yet to do anything for Third 

Miss so taking these things really make me feel guilty! I beg Third Miss to please reclaim it back!” 

Hearing what he said, the others standing behind him were all scolding him as a fool secretly in their 

hearts. 

Such a good opportunity to get rich and he still pushed it back! They were all so envious that they could 

die, alright? 

But yet Huang Yueli’s reply was, “You are indeed not worthy of these items yet so these are on loan to 

you temporarily. My demand is you must, within the next three months, master that Earth grade 

cultivation method and raise your cultivation to third stage realm third level! Simultaneously, you must 

enter the top fifty of Martial Arts Stage! If you’re not able to fulfil any of these, that means you’re a 

trash not worthy of my investment! So these things, I will reclaim it back totally, do you understand 

what I just said?” 
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Yu Xinyang finally understood what she meant as he hastily responded, “Yes, your subordinate 

understands! I will definitely not disappoint Third Miss’ expectations!” 

Yu Xinyang himself was a fifth grade talent and wasn’t considered too bad at all. Plus the fact that his 

power of comprehension was very high so he originally had high hopes of becoming a core student. 

Unfortunately his birth wasn’t too well and he had met with oppression from Sky Cloud City’s disciples 

which was why he was reduced to today’s state. 

Now that Huag Yueli had given him cultivation methods, Profound Armament, Pills and most 

importantly, the confidence and opportunity to defeat the opponent, Yu Xinyang naturally wouldn’t let 

it go! 

Becoming the top fifty of Martial Arts Stage seemed like an unachievable target but now…. it was 

something which he was determined to obtain! 

Hearing the pair’s conversations, those who followed Yu Xinyang here were simply jealous till they were 

about to go mad. 

They all knelt down at the same time and swore their loyalty towards Huang Yueli with great hopes that 

she would take them in. 

“Third Miss, please take us in too! My innate talent is much better than Yu Xinyang’s! And I will 

definitely be able to master the Earth grade cultivation method and enter the top fifties of the Martial 

Arts Stage!” 

“Third Miss, although my innate talent is just so-so, but I’m very good at managing stuff! No matter 

what you want me to do, I can do it all!” 



“Third Miss, please look at me! My request is not high at all. As long as you can give me a set of fourth 

tier Profound Armament, I will form the Blood Pact with you!” 

A bunch of Celestial Light Academy students started to promote themselves, describing themselves as 

priceless, all so that they would be another’s servant! 

If any outsider were to see this, they would absolutely not believe their eyes! 

Which same aged practitioner among the Celestial Light Academy students were not well-known figures 

and all of them were proud and arrogant so why would they be willing to form a Blood Pact with 

another person to become their servant? Moreover, it wasn’t forced but rather it was their own selves 

who stuck around her, afraid that she wouldn’t accept them! 

However, Huang Yueli who was held up into the skies by them, really didn’t consider them at all. 

“You want me to form a Blood Pact with you? Hehe, I already said this the last round. Since you’ve 

already missed the previous chance, in future when you beg me, I might not take you in! You’ve not 

even managed to master the second level of the cultivation method. Is it because your innate talent is 

too bad or because you’re not hardworking enough! Moreover, earlier some of them hesitated. Did you 

really think I didn’t see through that?” 

“Third Miss, I’m wrong, in future I will correct myself!” 

“Right, Third Miss, I beg you to give me another chance and I will not disappoint you again!” 

The crowd started to plead with them. 

Huang Yueli then replied, “To take you in… is impossible. But I can give you another chance! In future, 

you will all listen to Yu Xinyang’s instructions and if there’s any matter, he will rely it to you and you’ll do 

as he says! I will be watching your performance and I will consider those who really put in effort.” 

That bunch of people rapidly swore to express their agreement and pledge their loyalty towards Third 

Miss, promising to do well in all her instructions! 

Huang Yueli gave a slight cold smile and not saying anything more, she sent them all away. 

She was very clear that among these people, only Yu Xinyang and Su Qingyue were righteous which was 

why she treated them so well. 

As for those who swayed along with the wind, she was currently in shortage of manpower so using them 

to her advantage wasn’t too bad at all. But she would absolutely not give them too much benefits. 

The only reason why she had given so much rewards to Yu Xinyang in front of them was because she 

wanted to use this huge carrot to hang their appetites. To let them see the advantages that they would 

gain from forming a Blood Pact with her, so that they would use their lives to be of service to her! 
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Furthermore, these people could only run errands. Towards really secretive matters, she would 

absolutely not let them find out about it. 



Once the matters were completed, Huang Yueli was prepared to go out to look for a place to cultivate. 

However, after she passed by the entrance, she suddenly realised that Li Moying’s main door wasn’t 

shut tightly and the array at the entrance had been moved by someone. 

Huang Yueli’s first reaction was: Surely it wasn’t a case of theft right? 

Mo Yi was called away by Li Moying early in the morning so by right, he shouldn’t be here at all. 

Huang Yueli’s alarms started to arose and she gently pushed opened the main door and walked right in. 

Li Moying’s courtyard’s array was set up by her personally so when she entered, she didn’t trigger any 

mechanisms, as though there were no movements. 

Upon entering the courtyard, she heard Li Moying’s voice coming from the main hall. 

So this man had already returned? 

Huang Yueli heaved a sigh of relief but suddenly….. 

“Young Sect Master, this matter concerns Bai Ruoli so I cannot don’t say this…..” 

She went into a blank as she recognised this voice as Celestial Light Academy’s Principal Jiang Tuxin! 

Why would Principal Jiang intentionally enter Li Moying’s courtyard to look for him? Moreover, he had 

specially mentioned her name? 

Huang Yueli’s forehead started to crease as she just simply hid one side and started to eavesdrop….. 

….. 

Inside the Main Hall. 

Li Moying’s expression turned extremely ugly. 

“It’s already been three days! Three days ago, you had already returned from Celestial Light Sect but it’s 

only until today that you came and tell me this? If it wasn’t because you had met with trouble, when are 

you intending to hide this until? Besides that I had already ordered this again and again. Anything 

regarding me and Bai Ruoli must not be revealed to Celestial Light Sect so how did news travel there? In 

your eyes, do you even see me as your Young Sect Master?” 

Li Moying’s handsome face turned dark and sinister to the max as his might was unleashed even without 

his anger and the chilly intent that was coming out from him made the surrounding air froze. 

Jiang Tuxin subconsciously shuddered as his heart went into an uncontrollable tremor! 

Li Moying’s imposing manner became even stronger as compared to when he first arrived at Celestial 

Light Academy, it had went up one notch higher. 

He…. couldn’t have advanced again right?? 

Young Sect Master had advanced into seventh stage realm first level just barely one month plus ago and 

he managed to advance… so quickly again? 



In the way of cultivation, the further they advanced, the more difficult it was to advance, especially upon 

reaching the seventh stage realm. Every single small realm they advanced, it was as difficult as trying to 

climb to the skies but yet for Young Sect Master, it was…. actually so fast? 

Looks like Young Sect Master really had a bright future in front of him and no matter who they offended, 

they absolutely could not offend him! 

Thinking of this, Jiang Tuxin hurriedly explained, ” Young Sect Master, it’s not that I intentionally tried to 

hide this but…. only Eldest Young Miss’s status is placed there so how would I dare to casually gossip 

about her? Eldest Young Miss wanted me to expel Miss Bai from Celestial Light Academy and I had 

already said clearly that it was not possible and thought that Eldest Young Miss had no alternative and 

could only give up! So considering Eldest Young Miss’s reputation, I didn’t say it out earlier…..” 

“Then what about now? What made you want to say it out now?” Li Moying sneered. 

Jiang Tuxin continued, “I had absolutely not expected Eldest Young Miss to actually talk bad about 

Celestial Light Academy in front of Sect Master and held back the original resources which should have 

been given to us! I also heard that Eldest Young Miss had intended to apply to come to Celestial Light 

Academy with the reason being to supervise our work…..” He carefully took a glance at Li Moying, 

“That’s right, I also heard a rumour…. Ughhh…..” 

“What kind of rumour? What’s with the hemming and hawing? Say it out quickly!” Li Moying urged him 

impatiently. 

“It’s…. it’s related to…. Ughh, Young Sect Master, you and Eldest Young Miss’ wedding…..” 
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“Wedding? What wedding?” Li Moying’s face sunk, “Murong Fei and my wedding? Where did you hear 

such a rumour?” 

His voice turned extremely sinister making Jiang Tuxin shiver uncontrollably. 

“This….. I…..” He didn’t expect Li Moying to be so angry as he didn’t dare to continue talking. 

“Explain clearly!” 

“Yes… when I made a trip back to the Sect, I heard quite a number of people talking about it, saying that 

you and Eldest Young Miss were about to get engaged. They were saying that Sect Master had intended 

to wait till you’ve broken through to eight stage realm and pass the Sect Master position to you. But as 

he couldn’t not be rest assured so he decided to use the way of allying through marriage…..” 

Li Moying sneered, “Where on earth would such a ridiculous rumour appear from! My Master, among 

the ninth stage realm top exponents is not considered old and can at least hold the helm for at least 

another hundred years! As for Murong and me…. Will I marry such a woman like her? I still have debts 

which I have not settled with her!” 

Jiang Tuxin had not expected to hear such things as he was extremely shocked, not daring to say a single 

word more. 



He had thought that although Young Sect Master and Eldest Young Miss were not a couple, but at least 

they were childhood friends. After all they grew up together but whoever knew that from Young Sect 

Master’s tone, he seemed to have some vengeance with Murong Fei? 

Everyone in Celestial Light Academy knew that Li Moying was saved by Sect Master Murong in the snow 

fields and Sect Master Murong was his benefactor! Why would he go against the Sect Master’s 

daughter? 

Li Moying didn’t noticed Jiang Tuxin’s expression as he squinted his icy cold eyes making a chilly 

expression. 

Previously after his little fox had been pursued at length, he had been investigating this matter and 

finally found the person who tried to murder her was Celestial Light Sect’s direct disciple Zuo Fangping. 

But Zuo Fangping and his little fox had no enmity at all so there should be someone in the shadows who 

was instigating him to do so. He thought for quite some time and among those who couldn’t stand 

Huang Yueli and was able to instigate a direct disciple like Zuo Fangping could only be Murong Fei. 

Of course, Murong Ni was also a suspect but her status in the Sect wasn’t as reputable as her sister so 

Zuo Fangping would definitely not listen to her commands. 

Li Moying was already eighty percent sure in his heart but unfortunately Murong Fei was very discreet in 

her planning and she had covered herself well after the matter. She didn’t leave any single piece of 

evidence in the communication between herself and Zuo Fangping. 

Besides that, she was also Li Moying’s benefactor’s daughter. Without any actual evidence, if he were to 

deal her with a severe hand, the result was equivalent to completely breaking the relationship with 

Murong De! 

Towards his benefactor who had given him a second life, Li Moying was filled with gratitude so he must 

obtain evidence before he could confront Murong Fei with his revenge. 

After that, he also warned Murong Fei on this personally. 

But Murong Fei pretended to be a white lotus, not only had she denied the entire matter of trying 

assassinate Huang Yueli, she even shed some tears of grievance. 

When this happened, quite a number of disciples were at the scene! 

At that moment, every kind of rumour between him and Murong Fei started to spread throughout the 

entire Celestial Light Sect and this had directly caused him to be unable to stay any longer in the Sect. 

The minute the tournament ended, he quickly came to Celestial Light Academy to look for his little fox. 

Li Moying paused for a couple of seconds as he forcefully suppressed the rage within and said, “The 

matter you are talking about, I know about it and I’ll handle it. You don’t need to worry about the Sect 

continuing to hold back Celestial Light Academy’s resources. It’s also impossible for me to allow Murong 

Fei to come and supervise your work. You don’t need to go back to our Sect temporarily, to save the 

trouble of being threatened by Murong Fei!” 

Jiang Tuxin quickly responded, “Yes, I will follow whatever Young Sect Master instructs!” 
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Li Moying claimed, “The most important thing now is to find out who is that rat in the academy! To be 

able to pull off such tricks beneath my eyes and inform the Sect about Bai Ruoli’s information, this 

fellow has got some capability and his guts is also not small! We must catch the rat!” 

“Yes, yes, your subordinate understands!” 

Li Moying waved his hand expressing that Jiang Tuxin could leave now. 

But Jiang Tuxin’s feet didn’t move at all as his face bore an expression which seemed like he had 

something else to say. 

“What other matters do you have?” 

Jiang Tuxin hesitated for a moment, “Young Sect Master, you…. you really don’t want to reconsider the 

marriage with Eldest Young Miss? Even if you don’t like her, there’s still Second Young Miss…..” 

Li Moying’s face sunk, “What else do you want to say? Haven’t I made myself clear earlier!” 

Jiang Tuxin hurriedly added on, “Young Sect Master, I was only…. Only afraid that you don’t understand 

the current situation that the Sect is in right now. I heard that… heard that Young Master Li had already 

proposed to Eldest Young Miss but her heart had always been filled with you and she didn’t agree to it 

while Sect Master also prefers you… If you really don’t accept Eldest Young Miss, then there is a high 

possibility that she would marry Young Master Li! In this way, Young Master Li will possibly threaten 

your position!” 

The Young Master Li that Jiang Tuxin was referring to was Murong De’s second disciple Li Lingchuan. 

Li Lingchuan had always been eyeing the Young Sect Master’s position and had even publicly shed all 

pretence of cordiality with Li Moying so this was widely known throughout the entire Celestial Light 

Sect. 

Unfortunately, no matter in terms of innate talent, capability or charm, he was totally not Li Moying’s 

match as he still had a long way to go. 

If Li Lingchuan were to marry an outstanding talented lady like Murong Fei and became the Sect 

Master’s son-in-law, then his stand would no longer be the same! There was a huge possibility that he 

would be able to obtain the Sect Master’s support to replace Li Moying’s position. 

Jiang Tuxin was now thinking of following Li Moying so naturally he would be afraid of such a matter 

occurring. 

Li Moying threw a cold glance at him, “Murong Fei and Li Lingchuan…. If they were really together, it 

would save my trouble of dealing with them separately! Merely a Celestial Light Sect Young Sect 

Master’s position, it’s nothing to me! In future, don’t let me hear such talk again. Bai Ruoli and my 

matters is not something that you can question!” 



Jiang Tuxin could tell that he was really angry and his heart wrenched together, not daring to say a single 

word more. 

But inside his heart, he was still muddled. 

Young Sect Master….. surely he couldn’t have been bewitched by that little lass right? How on earth 

would he protect her so much? Not even bothering about Li Lingchuan’s threat and totally not 

considering Murong Fei’s allied marriage?? What was he thinking about? 

Didn’t he knew that in the way of cultivation, it’s not merely based on innate talent but also a huge 

amount of resources! He could only grew stronger with a huge backing like Celestial Light Sect! 

Huang Yueli was indeed beautiful and her innate talent was indeed outstanding but she was just an 

orphan! Even if her father Bai Liu Feng had not disappeared, he was merely an eighth stage realm 

practitioner and against a colossus like Celestial Light Sect, it was simply incomparable! 

….. 

Huang Yueli was just outside the door and had unknowingly finished listening to their conversation. 

When Jiang Tuxin mentioned about the marriage between Li Moying and Murong Fei, she became 

anxious for a moment as her heartbeat kept increasing. 

Even though she had not met this legendary Young Miss from Celestial Light Sect, but she had heard 

Murong Ni praised how beautiful her elder sister was, and how powerful she was! Moreover, very 

obviously, had been secretly admiring Li Moying….. 
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However before she even had the time to get upset, Li Moying had flatly denied the relationship with 

Murong Fei. 

Huang Yueli subconsciously heaved a sigh of relief as she felt as if the huge rock in her heart was lifted. 

So, he had no feelings towards the childhood friend whom Li Moying grew up with….. 

Although Li Moying was facing the challenge by his Junior Brother, he had never once considered to 

marry his Master’s daughter….. 

Huang Yueli had not once doubted Li Moying’s sincerity, but hearing him say these behind her back, so 

resolutely standing firm by his intentions, she felt a burst of happiness. 

But very quickly, the smile on her face froze. 

That’s right, what on earth was she happy about? 

Whether Li Moying married Murong Fei or with whoever else, what concern was it of hers? Anyway…. 

She and Li Moying’s marriage was just impossible….. 

Thinking of this, Huang Yueli could feel an obvious disappointment within the depths of her heart. 



Heavens, was she going mad? She obviously liked….. obviously liked Mu Chengying! Why would she be 

concerned about Li Moying’s marriage? Why would she feel disappointed when she heard that he would 

possibly get married to another person, and feel happy when she heard his confession? 

Surely she hadn’t really fallen for Li Moying already right?? 

This… how could this be possible? And how could that be done? 

Huang Yueli felt that she was on the verge of a breakdown. 

She suddenly realised that recently she had been numbed by the atmosphere in Celestial Light Academy 

and had actually subconsciously accepted the setting that she and Li Moying were a pair of fiancé and 

fiancée. 

In this academy, and she Li Moying were a couple and was envied by everyone, chased after by masses. 

That feeling seemed to make her return to her previous life to those days where she and Mu Chengying 

were together….. 

This gave Huang Yueli an illusion, as though things should be like this. 

But now, she suddenly awoke but understood that all these were not correct at all! 

She and Li Moying….. shouldn’t be like this at all. 

….. 

In the main hall, Li Moying and Jiang Tuxin’s conversation was still in progress. 

Huang Yueli was not in the mood to continue eavesdropping as she left the little 

courtyard despondently. 

Unknowingly, she walked towards the Profound Weapon Chambers. 

Just at the entrance of the Profound Weapon Chambers was a crowd surrounding a purple dressed 

young lady. All of them were fighting to gain her attention by showering her with praises. 

“Senior Sister Li, your armament refining skills are really superb! The Profound Armament that you 

refine is a lot better than most first tier Armament Masters! You’re simply impressive!” 

“Isn’t that so? Junior Sister Li is the strongest armament refining genius in Celestial Light Academy’s last 

ten years! Of course she’s impressive!” 

“Three days later would be the day where the Armament Guild certifies the promotion of all new 

Armament Masters! If Senior Sister Li were to pass the assessment, then you will become the youngest 

Armament Master in the entire Celestial Light Academy!” 

“I really worship Senior Sister Li. Not only is her family background good, she is also pretty and 

moreover, she knows how to refine armaments. She really makes one envious…” 

The scars from the slap on Li Xue’er’s face had long recovered and at this point of time, she was 

gorgeously dressed, holding on to a circular fan sitting right in the middle of the crowd, obviously 

enjoying the crowd’s fawning and flattering. 



Huang Yueli was stunned, not expecting Li Xue’er to leading such a nourished life. 

Ever since she and Li Moying’s marriage arrangement was exposed, all those students who went against 

her no longer dared to make trouble for her and had all tucked their tail between their legs leading a 

proper life. Even the previous Martial Arts Stage rank number two’s Lu Zijue didn’t dare to show himself 

in front of her. 

Yet Li Xue’er seemed to be even more flushed with success? 
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For a moment, Huang Yueli had some doubts but very quickly she understood what had happened. 

Li Xue’er had fainted from the beating that day and had indeed lost her face terribly. 

But subsequently, Li Moying appeared and moreover when he had admitted his marriage arrangement 

with Huang Yueli, it was also proven that he was Li Xue’er’s second brother! 

At that time, both of them were busy flashing off their love so who would be bothered about Li Xue’er 

who had fainted? 

In this way, Li Xue’er not only not became a street rat, her social status had also jumped up by three 

levels! 

She was now the academy’s number one expert, Li Moying’s biological sister and moreover she had an 

incomparable talented and defying sister-in-law. 

To those who didn’t understand the truth, Li Xue’er’s social standing was absolutely not ordinary! 

Whoever they had to offend, they absolutely cannot offend her! Didn’t they saw Yuan family’s family 

head had to bow down to her brother and intentionally tried to get into his good books? 

Even Yuan Zeyu started to see Li Xue’er in a new light. In the past, he had decided to abandon Li Xue’er 

and turned to pursue Huang Yueli instead. But now that he knew Huang Yueli was attached, Li Xue’er 

had turned into Young Sect Master’s biological sister! Even a fool would know what to choose! 

Before he went into closed door cultivation, he had personally made a trip to Celestial Light Academy 

and gave a huge gift to Li Xue’er as an apology, even making his stand clear that as long as she agreed, 

he would immediately get engaged to her! 

Li Xue’er was simply overjoyed. She had not expected that the calamitous bearer of ill luck, Huang Yueli, 

had now brought her good luck! 

Those childes who often treated her with cold and indifferent look in the past were now kneeling by her 

feet to gain her attention whereas the other ordinary students treated her like the academy’s princess, 

raising her up into the skies. 

During this period, Li Xue’er was walking in the air. 

Fantastic! It was just too fantastic! 



This day, it was just like any other day where she was surrounded in the middle by a bunch of students 

who tried to flatter her. 

Just as she was feeling great, suddenly she heard a voice which she hated in her entire life from her 

back. 

“Li Xue’er, looks like you’re mingling quite well eh? The slaps which I had given you seemed to have 

totally recovered?” 

Li Xue’er instantly turned backwards, “You…. Bai Ruoli!” 

Fire seem to sprout out from the bottom of her eyes. 

Huang Yueli’s lips curled upwards and her expression was filled with ridicule, “Isn’t it just old me? Li 

Xue’er, aren’t you just too impolite? Is this how you talk when you meet your sister-in-law?” 

Upon seeing her face which was becoming more and more delicate, Li Xue’er’s heart started to rose a 

deep sense of jealousy! 

If it was the usual times, she would had went right up ahead and quarrelled with Huang Yueli. Sister-in-

law? Wanted to let her admit that this little slut was her sister-in-law? In her next lifetime maybe! 

But now….. 

She was helming on to the identity of Li Moying’s younger sister so that she could continue to swindle 

by false pretences in the academy! Now in front of so many people, if she were to go against Huang 

Yueli, it would affect her social standing in the academy! 

If anyone managed to find out that she and Li Moying were, in fact, not very close siblings but was more 

like enemies, then she was completely finished! 

She was still hoping to use this opportunity to mislead others to use her identity as Li Moying’s seventh 

sister to get married into one of Sky Cloud City’s aristocratic families! 

With her identity, if she wanted to change her fortune for her lower half of her life to get married to 

those large families’ genius successors, then this would be the best opportunity! 

Because of this, she would tolerate. Wasn’t it just lowering her head to this wretched lass? 

Li Xue’er clenched her teeth and tolerated time and again before bowing down to pay her respect. 

“Second Sister-in-law, I haven’t seen you for a few days now. You look pretty good?” 
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Li Xue’er self-admitted that she had already used her greatest sincerity to bow and bend her knee. 

But when Huang Yueli heard that, not only did she denied to comment by smiling, she also didn’t have 

any intention to ask her to stand up straight and only let her continued to bow down. 

Awkwardness filled the entire place. 



Those students had originally came by to please Li Xue’er had their eyes wide open when they saw this 

scene. 

“Isn’t Bai Ruoli Li Xue’er’s sister-in-law? Why is she treating her in this way, not giving her any face? 

What happened between the two of them?” 

“No idea? Probably they had a tiff? Previous at Yuan residence, both of them were pretty unpleasant 

isn’t it?” 

“But no matter how unpleasant they are with each other, Li Xue’er is still Senior Brother Li’s biological 

sister. The sister and sister-in-law not getting along isn’t anything new as many other families have such 

a problem as well!” 

Li Xue’er’s face flushed a shade of red. 

Of course she knew that Huang Yueli was playing around with her! 

Huang Yueli and Li Moying and her, Li Xue’er, harboured a deep hatred! Now she was using both their 

names to enjoy being pleased by others, how would Huang Yueli be happy from this? It was apparent 

that she was here now to get back at her. 

But Li Xue’er couldn’t not accept this. 

Furthermore, she was still holding on to a sliver of hope that because she and Li Moying were really 

siblings, no matter how bad their relationship was, she could always explain it as the family’s internal 

rife. 

So she only need to handle Huang Yueli and when she left, she would be able to find a way to explain 

this entire matter! 

Now, she could only follow along with her….. 

Li Xue’er bore with it for a little while but still didn’t hear Huang Yueli say a single word so she could only 

lower her stance. 

“Second Sister-in-law, are you still upset over what happened that time at Yuan residence? It wasn’t 

intentional at all. I was worried that Mister Yuan would say something which would make Second 

Brother misunderstand! Even if what I said was slightly drastic, but you had also taught me a lesson then 

so are you still upset? How about I’ll apologize to you again? 

Huang Yueli sneered, “Li Xue’er, I have really never seen such a thick-skinned person like you! Do you 

still treat me as your sister-in-law? You have repeatedly tried to kill me time and again so who do you 

think I am? Now you’ve learnt how to act pitiful?” 

Li Xue’er’s reaction was instant as she knew that to meet force with force wasn’t practical. Not only did 

she not have the ability, it would also ascertain that she wasn’t on good terms with her second brother 

and second sister-in-law. 

Her expression changed as she blinked and her eyes started to moistened, as though she was about to 

cry anytime soon, even her voice started to quiver. 



“Second… Sister-in-law, you… how could you say that of me? I… I had already explained before, it’s my 

fault that I don’t know how to put it! Even if you don’t forgive me, you need not say me till this way 

right? After all… I’m your fiancé’s sister and in future we will all be one big family so why must you be so 

vengeful?” 

When the bystanders saw, they started to shoot sympathetic looks towards Li Xue’er. 

Huang Yueli had always been an absolute powerful and overbearing existence in Celestial Light 

Academy. No matter if it was in the entrance examinations, Martial Arts Stage battle or even at Yuan 

residence’s banquet, she had always been stepping on those who challenged her, stepping upwards 

always! 

Every time she struck, it would always because she was challenged by others and under the 

circumstances where she could no longer take it in then would she retaliate. 

But in any ordinary person’s eyes, they would not think that she was being oppressed before she struck. 

What they saw was her shocking capability and strong attitude which no one dared to offend! 

Compared to Li Xue’er whose eyes had turned red, she was an absolute stronghold! This made Li Xue’er 

look extremely pitiful. 
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Huang Yueli looked on coldly as though she was looking at a clown. 

“One family? Who is one family with you? Shall I ask Li Moying personally if you belong to one family? Li 

Xue’er, I advise you to restrain yourself a little because the truth will be uncovered one day. Today if 

those people who are swindled by you were to find out that in Li Moying’s eyes, you’re not even worthy 

as a servant, how would they exact their revenge on you?” 

Hearing that, the surrounding students looked at one another in dismay. 

“Surely that can’t be true? Could it be that Li Xue’er and Senior Brother Li’s… relation is not that good?” 

“If this was the truth, then won’t we be flattering Li Xue’er for nothing?” 

“If only the flattery was really nothing! If Senior Brother Li were to get angry over this, then we would 

really had been tricked!” 

The bystanders glares turned into suspiciousness and unfriendliness, making Li Xue’er start to break out 

into cold sweat. 

Her thoughts flew quickly as she clenched her teeth and suddenly stood upright pointing at Huang Yueli 

and shouting, “Bai Ruoli, I’ve already taken a step back so don’t be too much! My relationship with 

Second Brother isn’t good all because of you adding on those false accusations. Did you think that you 

will be able to sow discord between us by doing that? I’m telling you, the both of you aren’t married yet! 



Who knows what changes will take place in future? As for me…. I will always be Second Brother’s sister! 

The same blood is flowing in our bodies so you have no chance to deviate us!” 

The words she said was put in an intelligent way which was intentionally done to misled others thinking 

that Huang Yueli was a sister-in-law with malicious thoughts. Not seeing eye to eye with her fiancé’s 

sister, she would just then sow discord between the sibling’s relationship. 

This time round, the bystanders started to have a change of heart. 

That’s right, no matter how the siblings were at odds, this was also temporarily. Li Xue’er was still Senior 

Brother Li’s sister and was more reliable than this fiancée! 

One could change a fiancée but could a sister be changed? 

So it was to see that fawning on Li Xue’er…. was not wrong! 

Li Xue’er saw that the public opinion had been turned around by her and using this chance to strike the 

iron while it was still hot, she continued, “Sister-in-law, I know that you’re jealous of my armament 

refining innate talent! Three days later I will be taking part in the Armament Guild’s certification to 

become a real Armament Master! Moreover, I will be able to gain Honor Points as a reward! I know that 

Sister-in-law had always wanted to obtain Honor Points to exchange for cultivation method in the fourth 

level of the Scripture Depository but you had not been able to do so. This however made you displeased 

with me but it’s not my fault…” 

“Oh…. So the truth is this!” 

“This Bai Ruoli is really too competitive!” 

Li Xue’er not only threw a pail of dirty water over, she also reminded everyone that she was a valuable 

soon-to-be Armament Master. Furthermore, adding on to say that the conflict the both of them had was 

all because of Huang Yueli’s jealousy! 

Quite a number of them started to believe her and this made Li Xue’er smile delightfully, giving Huang 

Yueli a challenging glance. 

Huang Yueli hadn’t displayed much expression and waited for her to finish before cold sneering, “Just a 

first tier Armament Master who had yet to be certified and this already made you delighted to this 

manner! Eighteen years old and you’re still only at first tier, just based on such horrendous innate talent, 

in this entire lifetime, you’d probably only reach a fifth tier Armament Master standard and your 

ancestor’s grace would be fuming with green smoke! Do I even need to be jealous of someone of your 

calibre?” 

“You….. You…” 

Li Xue’er was infuriated by her disdainful tone as she cried out in utter discomfit, “What do you know? 

Do you know how important the existence of a fifth tier Armament Master is? It is a VIP which many 

large families are fighting to employ? How dare you even insult a valuable Armament Master!” 

 


